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Abstract . The interplay between superconductivity (SC) and anti-ferromagfictism (AF) in strongly correlated High 'I'emperature Super- 
conductor systems • R2-xMxCu04 (R Nd, L a ,.,  and M = Sr, Ce) is very interesting to study both theoretically and experimentally. We present 
;i microscopic theoretical model for the system to study its superconducting gap equations in absence of anti-ferromagnetism. Superconductivity 
IS assumed to be in copper electrons in presence of hybridization between conduction band and /-level o f the Ce impurity atom. Green's 
functions arc calculated by Zubarev technique and the SC gap equation was solved numerically by self-consistent method under half-filled 
band situation. The effeci of the impurity/-level and its hybridization with conduction band on superconducting gap is investigated theoretically 
and results are discussed in this communication.
Keywords ; Magnetic superconductors, antiferromagnetic order, Cu-O planes.
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L In tro d u c tio n
The R2„^M»Cu0 4  com pounds (R = rare-earth  and M = Ce, 
Th, Sr, Ba, ...) have intensively studied soon after their 
discovery. For R  = Pr, N d, Sm , Eu and jc = 0.15, n-type 
superconductivity  is ach ieved  afte r appropria te  therm al 
treatment in reduced  atm osphere [ 1 ], but com pounds with 
R=^Gd to Tm  are  no t superconducto rs fo r any  doping 
concentrations [2 ]. In R2CUO4, the copper m om ents order 
anli-ferrom agnetically below  240 -  280 K  [3]. For 
heavier R these com pounds show  w eak ferro-m agnetism  
(WFM), with a  b o u ndaiy  a t R  =  Eu [4]. F or R  =  TT), Dy, 
Ho, Dr, Tm and  Y, the T '-type structure can be synthesized 
only under h igh  p re ssu re , w ith  ag a in  a  b o u n d ary  for 
structural stability  a t the  cen ter o f  R -se» es [5], T he hole 
doped La2„,SrxCu0 4  system  show s superconductiv ity  for 
fairly w ide range  o f  doping, 0 .005 0.25 [6 ], Besides,
superconductivity has no t been observed for G d2HrCexCu0 4  
foi* 0 s  ^  0.15. It rem ains puzzling  that m any cuprates
'vith fam iliar CuOa p lanes are no t superconducting  [7 -9 ],
7^" - ................. ....... -......
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although it is established th a t the CUO2 p lanes play  an 
im portant ro le in superconductivity  o f  cuprates. The study 
o f  such cuprates is o f  particu lar interest because it is likely 
to  o ffer im portant clues to  the behaviour o f  their super­
conducting counter parts. This m otivates us to  carry  ou t a 
system atic theoretical study. O ut o f  the several high-Tr super­
conductors, (R 2htM ,C u0 4 ) (R =  Nd, P r , ..., M  =  Sr, Ce, ...) 
c o m p o u n d s  h av e  re c e iv e d  a  c o n s id e ra b le  a m o u n t o f  
attention soon after their d iscovery, because they  becom e 
e le c tro n  c a r r ie r  su p e rc o n d u c to rs . W h e n  N d 2C u 0 4  is  
doped with Ce im purity  it changes its insulating  phase  to 
the sem i-conducting phase w ith C e concentration  x  -0.10. 
The extra electron o f  C e enters into CUO2 p lane and  gives 
rise to  superconductivity  a t x  =  O.IS. T his superconducting  
phase co-exists w ith anti-ferrom agnetic (A F M ) ordering. 
W e re p o r t  h e re  a  m ic ro s c o p ic  m o d e l to  s tu d y  th e  
tem perature dependence, o f  superconducting  g a p  o f  the  
h ig h  te m p e r a tu re  s u p e r c o n d u c to r  in  a b s e n c e  o f  
m agnetism .
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2. FormalLsm
The non-magnetic ground state of the electron doped system 
Nd2_vCe,CuO^ [NCCOl is described below. The conduction 
electron Hamiltonian is given by
( 1)
k,a
( 2 )
k,<T
is the intray-elcctron Hamiltonian and f /  is the renormali/ed 
/-level energy corresponding to two sub-lattices I and 2.
When the material is dopcd» the charge carriers enter the 
Cu02 plane and destroy the long range AFM order. 
Depending on the concentration of the doping and the 
temperature range, a complex disordered phase is formed in 
the CuOi plane. This disorder phase can be represented by 
the on-sitc^-lcvcl energy of the non-magnctic impurity rare- 
earth ion (Cc) in NCCO and the hybridization between 
/-level and the Cu-3r/ electron bands. The Hamiltonian
//v !(</;[ +hl„f2.i,„) + lt.cj (3)
k ,cr
is the effective hybridization between the/-electrons of the 
rare-earth ions and the conduction electrons of copper 3rf- 
cleclrons. ///describes the attractive interaction of the charge 
carriers in the C u -0  planes leading to Cooper pair formation. 
Here BCS type weak coupling Cooper pairing of conduction 
electrons of two different copper sites is taken into account. 
The superconducting state of the system is described by the 
interaction Hamiltonian ///.
H i = - ^ X  • W
Here D is the superconducting gap parameter. The total 
Hamiltonian is written as
// = //, + H j + H, + H , . (5)
3. Calculation of saper<conducting gap
We calculate one electron Green function using the 
Hamiltonian H given in cq. (5) for the superconducting 
state of the cuprate system. The double time electron Green 
function of Zubarev type [101 are calculated by equations
of motion method. The Green functions involved in the 
calculation are detined as
Here ri/ ^ and hi „ arc the crcalion operators of electrons 
at sites I and 2 of copper respectively. Two sub-lattices of 
the conduction electrons are assumed to introduce anti­
ferromagnetism (AFM) in future models. The hopping takes 
place between neighbouring sites of copper with dispersion 
€(, (k) = -2/o(cosA', +cos/;,,). The Hamiltonian
A2(k,w) = ( ( ^ a l^ y ,a l ^ ) Y - ,
The coupled cqualions involving the above Green 
functions are solved to find out Axzik.w) as
(ft)-t-eoK tt)+e, ) - V i
4 > r|D ,(f l)) |
((W-6 o)(ro+ ey  ) - V -
4n-|D2(fo)|
 ^ 4;r [|D,(w)l ' |D ,(w)1
where I D\ ((o) [ = ft;"* — Si(0^ + 7j 
and I Di(co) | = -S\CO~ -f- 71 
with A^).
( 6 )
(7)
(S)
The poles of the Green functions /4i(^,w) and A2(k,w) 
give eight quasi-particle energy bands which arc given by
± 0>,^ 2 =
w h e r e  S f = E ^ +  e )  + 2 V ^ .
and Tj = e j  +2V^ s^  € o + V * .  
The superconducting gap is defined as 
D = D' +
W h e r e
and
(9)
( 10)
(in
( 12)
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The final expression for siqierconducting energy gap is
A = VoN(0)
J~o)D fflj—a>jJ
169
(13)
where = ^ ii(^ o (* )> ^ )~ ^ i2(^ (* )» ^ )*  
and F2 = F\3{ € o {k ) ,T ) -F n {€ o (k ) ,T )
with Fii{eo(k),T)-
t o } - A
to, (14)
for / I to 4. Af(0) is the density of states of the conduction 
electrons at the Fermi level e f  and Vq is effective coupling 
potential. Different quantities involved are made 
dimensionless dividing diem by the hopping integral 2to. 
H' = 8fo is the width of the conduction band. The 
dimensionless parameters are given by
— -r- £LS- = m • HsIL-f
2/0 ’ 2/0 2/0 ’
^o(*) =  x o ;  A f ( 0 ) F o  =  g .
2/o 2/0
The superconducting gap equation in dimensionless form
Mp I 1 r 1
^ = _ <*0h =2---J-iuo i t o f - e o j
{F,3(jco. / ) - F ,4 ( jco,/)} (15)
where Fi/(xo.0 = t a n A ^ ^ j
and / = 1 to 4.
4. Result and discussion
It is seen from the gap equation (15) that the super­
conducting gap (z) is a function of itself as well as chemical 
potential describing die temperature dependence of the super­
conducting gap. So the gap equation is solved self- 
consistently under half-filling band situatim with the Fermi- 
level lying at die middle of the conduction band. ITie Fcrmi- 
level is taken as zero (e^ r => 0). TTie different reduced 
parameters involved in the numerical calculations are the 
superconducting coupling parameter g, superccmducting gap 
c,/■level position d, hybridizaticm strength v and temperature 
Here we have taken die conduction band width W = 8/q 
* leV and die Debye frequency (&p » 250 K) for high 
temperature superconductor.
In absence of the^level position and die hybridization 
Itetween conduction band and the /level, die g ^  equation
reduces to BCS gap. Hence, we keep the superconducting 
coupling g  -  0.2059 with rf = 0, v = 0 to get the BCS value 
of superconducting gap at 0 K as z(0) = 0.0176 and the 
superconducting transition temperature /,. = 0.01 
correspo^ing to T, = 25 K for high temperature super­
conductor NCCO. Figure 1 shows the temperature variation
Figure I. Plot o f z  vs t for different values o f v = 0.001, 0.004, 0.006, 
0.008, 0.009, 0.010 and for fixed values of J  « 0.001 and g  «  0.20S9.
hybridization strength v. It is observed that the BCS 
behaviour in the gap is retained upto a minimum 
hylnidization strength of v = 0.001. As hybridization strength 
V between conduction band and/level increases from v =
0.001 to 0.01, there is suppression of Cooper pairing 
diroughout die temperature range upto transition temperature 
tc indicated by the decrease in the superconducting gap 
parameter z. It is also observed that the increase in 
hybridization strength causes a decrease in superconducting 
transition temperature tc. For stronger hybridization (for v *
0.01) the transition temperature decreases substantially giving 
rise to tc  0.007 and another tc2 0.0024 at low temperature 
below which there exists only normal phase upto / » 0. 
Superconductivity exists only within narrow range of 
temperature from /<•) to z^ . Another interesting effect of 
hybridization is that die gap decreases monotonically to 
give a maximum dip in z and then increases towards the 
temperature / = 0. This anomalous behaviour of super­
conducting gap in presence of different hybridization 
strengths can be explained on the basis of the induced super­
conducting pairing amplitudes of the type : mixed pairing 
<j)«f ^  and/level pairing
Figure 2 shows the plot o f  z  vs t for different values of 
the/level position from d =0.00001 to 0.1. It is observed 
that if the /level lies below or above the Fermi-level upto 
die position d  = 4K).00001 then die BCS behaviour of z 
remains unaltered. Whoi d  » ±0.001, then BCS behaviour
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o f 2 is retained but z is reduced from 0.0176 to 0.016 
accompanied by a reduction in transition temperature
is again observed diat the SC gq> exhibits a dip structure at 
low temperatures for smaller values of coupling g.
Figure 4 shows the variation of SC giq} z  with the 
hybridization v between the conduction and the /'level fo, 
fixed values of the temperature and the coupling constant 
The bcrease in hybridization results in monotonic decrease 
of superconducting pairing for a particular higher strength 
of the hybridization where the SC pairing completely 
vanishes. But at low temperatures the SC gap exhibits 
anomalous behaviour for all possible values of hybridization. 
The SC gap in die low temperature region needs further 
investigation.
Figure 2. Plot o f z vs t for different values o f d  ”  0.10, 0.01, 0.005, 
0.0025,0.001,0.00001 and for fixed values of v » 0.008 and g •• 0.2059.
It is observed from the plot that the superconducting 
transiticH) temperature u  nearly remains constant as /level 
moves away on either side from the Fermi-level. However, 
the SC gap monotonically decreases, reaches dip and again 
increases towards lower temperature as/level moves fhrther 
away from the Fermi-level. This anomalous behaviour of 
the SC gap at low temperatures in intricately related to the 
mixed pairing amplitude and the /level pairing
amplitude ^  and the average occupation numbers like n", 
n*, rfi, The temperature variation of diese quantities
will explain the anomaly clearly. This investigation is beyond 
the scope of diis present communication.
Figure 3 shows the z vs f plot for various values of the 
SC coupling constant g  = 0.20 to g =• 0.24. For fixed values 
of the/level and hybridization, the superconducting giq) z  
and transition temperature tc are enhanced with the increase 
of the coupling constant g. However we can not increase g  
arbitrarily as it is connected with the maximum cutoff Debye 
frequency eoo of the phonon mediated superconductivity. It
Figure 4. Plot o f z vs V for fixed values o f i  = 
g  -  0.0SB35.
0.006, d  ~  0.0025 and
Figure 5 shows the plot o f  z  vs  d  for different 
temperatures. For a fixed v a lu e  o f  hybridization v  (= 0.008), 
the SC gap z shows anomaly at low temperatures. As 
temperature increases fh>m / •= 0 to / •  0.004, die SC gi? 
height increases continuously as /level (d) is moved away 
from the Fermi-level on eidier side. As the temperature 
further increases from / <= 0.004, the SC gap z shows a 
turning point and decreases for all positions of the/ le v e l
OM
0.2059, 0.20 and for fixed values o f <f > 0.001 and v •• 0.008.
Figwre 5. Plot o f z vz 4  for different values o f r •  0.00, 0.002, 0.004, 
0.006, 0.009, 0.0094, 0.009525 and for fixed values o f v -  0.008 and 
g  -  0.0S83S.
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gway fro'i' Fermi'Ievel. As temperature ftirther increases 
SC gap decreases and vanishes as the /^level is ftr away 
from the Fermi-level. The temperature t* -  0.004 below 
which the SC gap shows anomaly is a temperature scale o f 
the IK- This temperature t* = corresponds to a fluctuation 
temperanire related to the hybridization between the 
conduction band and Ihe^level.
Figure 6 shows the plot o f z v.s g for two different 
temperatures. The SC gap z(0) at r = 0 increases linearly.
Mgore 6. Plot of z vs ^  for / •• 0.0, 0.0005 and fixed values o f v “  0.008
and d = 0.0025.
The SC gap z(r) at any other finite temperature shows a 
linear dependence on g  for higher SC compling strengths, 
but SC gap vanishes for lower coupling constants exhibiting 
a parabolic dependence o f SC gap on the coupling constant 
g. Hence, the low temperature and low coupling dependence 
o f SC gad need further investigation.
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